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Examined more closely, this determination of End lies just as much in the Notion
of the thing, that of being in its own self an End. That is to say, it preserves itself;
i.e. it is at one and the same time its nature to conceal the necessity, and to exhibit
it in the form of a contingent relation. […] The organism shows itself to be a being
that preserves itself, that returns and has returned into itself. But this observing
consciousness does not recognise in this being the Notion of End or that the Notion
of End exists just here and in the form of a Thing, and not elsewhere in some other
intelligence. It makes a distinction between the Notion of End and being-for-self
and self-preservation, a distinction which is none. That it is in fact no distinction is
something of which this consciousness is not aware; on the contrary, the making of the
distinction appears to it as a contingent act having no essential connection with what is
brought by that act; and the unity which links the two together, viz. the said act and the
End, falls asunder for this consciousness.
– Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit

1 A very short version of the argument
presented at the end of this piece was
published, with the title “On Heat,”
in Canadian Art, Fall 2018 (https://
canadianart.ca/issues/fall-2018-climates/)

Natural history has a principle on which to reason, which is peculiar to it, and
which it employs advantageously on many occasions; it is that of the conditions of
existence, commonly termed final causes. As nothing can exist without concurrence
of those conditions which render its existence possible, the component parts of each
must be so arranged as to render possible the whole living being, not only with regard
to itself, but to its surrounding relations, and the analysis of these conditions frequently
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conducts to general laws, as demonstrable as those which are derived from calculation
and experiment. It is only when the laws of general physics, and those which result
from the conditions of existence are exhausted, that we are reduced to the simple laws
of observation.
– Cuvier, The Animal Kingdom
Which crises? About four years ago we learned that over one million people
mostly from Syria but also from conflict-torn, mostly resource rich and geoeconomically strategic key areas had arrived in Europe, from countries such as Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Eritrea, Somalia, Nigeria, Sudan, hundreds of thousands of
displaced people, reached Turkey, Italy, Bulgaria, Spain, or Greece from where they
hoped to make their way into central Europe or perhaps the UK. Though the attention
concentrated and continues to concentrate on those fleeing the devastation of their
means of economic subsistence caused by war and/or neoliberal reforms, a significant
number of them were fleeing another devastation – indeed, another European crisis,
provoked by global capital – the environmental catastrophes caused by global
warming. What I offer here is not a critical commentary on the ‘refugee crisis,’ in which
I try to spell out its many factors. Instead, I’ll be commenting on the general incapacity
to respond ethically to both crises, the one to which much attention has been given
(the refugees) and the one which seems to escape our capacity to comprehend (the
climate).

When considering this European crisis elsewhere I focus on the security
infrastructure and highlighted the indistinction between refugee protection and
Europe’s border protection. Europe’s response, I argue, exemplifies how raciality, the
symbolic refiguring of coloniality, operates as a global political device. These have
taken two directions: on the one hand, I have addressed the scene of law directly,
and commented on how the tools of raciality delimits the reach of notions such as
universality and cosmopolitanism and, on the other hand, I comment on the growth of
the apparatus of self-protection as a feature of this new arrangement of global state
capital. Here I also comment on raciality’s work but by a slightly different route. After
a brief mapping of the modern ethical scene, in which I highlight the significance of the
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concept of Life, in the writings of the transparent subject (the figuring of Man said to be
original to the European space), I take off into some speculation. This what-if exercise
considers global warming by attending to coloniality, raciality, and the notion of Life
and directing them towards another point of departure and trajectory for thinking.
My hope is that this exercise brings attention to the ethical demand that neither
cosmopolitanism nor hospitality address, because neither approach how coloniality
and raciality operate in these recent European crises, once again allowing global state
capital the kind of profits that only extraction can deliver.

The Scenes of Life: The Historic and the Organic

2 G. W. F. Hegel [1807] 1977.
Phenomenology of Spirit. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
3 Georges Cuvier 1863. The Animal
Kingdom Arranged according to Its
Organization. London: Henry G. Bohn.
4 Here I have in mind how Locke,
Hobbes and others placed protection
as the main cause for the rational
thing’s decision to relinquish his freedom
and to submit to the determination of
a body politics.

In both Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit2 and Cuvier’s The Animal Kingdom,3 the
transparent ‘I’, the post-Enlightenment figuring of Man that finally reconciled freedom
and reason, guides descriptions of the world as History or Nature, that is, as evidence
of its final causes or formal tools. These are distinct presentations of the figure at the
core of modern representation – respectively, Human Being (as a name for the Man, as
a thing of interiority and temporality) and Human Species (as a name for Man, as a thing
of exteriority and spatiality) – are referents of Life and comprehend the ethical primacy it
has been given since early texts of modern political philosophy.4 But they differ. A closer
reading of Hegel’s passage on observing consciousness quoted above captures his
description of the organic, of Life itself, as having an ethical import going beyond the
human alone. For Hegel, however, this is an early moment of reason’s development.
Now, lamenting that natural history’s objects were numerous, various and fragile,
and that this did not allow for “rigorous calculation,” in the passage quoted, Cuvier
celebrates precisely that which Hegel found lacking in deployment of reason, which is
that observation and analysis of the parts and movements of the living bodies in nature,
and the analysis of their conditions of existence “frequently conducts to general laws, as
demonstrable as those which are derived from calculation and experiment”.
Both versions of life would inform post-Enlightenment thinking, in particular the
scientific projects assembled in the 19th century, such as the sciences of man and
society. In fact, in what could be read as an exploration of that which in Kant appears
as hope, Hegel and Cuvier provide elaborations of the notion of the Human (Being
or Species) as a collective entity, which unfolds in time, in the historical transcendent
theological time of Spirit of a nation, and in the scientific immanent finite time of the
body of the human species. Existing in time, these two figurings of the human differ
from the Kantian formal presentation of the Human (as partly rational being) in his
figuring of Humanity. What I want to highlight here, in considering these two as versions
of the Ethical, as a scene of Life (as opposed to Kant’s version as the scene of Form)
is precisely how the historical (Hegel’s) and the scientific (Cuvier’s) version present the
human as an immanent unity of a multiplicity: Hegel’s nation, Spirit, is a collective yet
particular moment of the development of Spirit in its trajectory which is human history,
while Cuvier’s human species, the one whose organs and functions are mapped by
comparative anatomy and revolution, are placed at the apex and become the coda
for knowing everything else in the living world. As I argue elsewhere, both statements
render the assembling necessary of the arsenal of raciality both possible and inevitable.
Hegel’s development of the theory of World History opened the possibility that the
difference between Europe and the West would eventually dissipate as Spirit followed
its self-actualizing trajectory, while Cuvier’s Science of Life finally articulated a concept,
that of life itself, that allowed for the deployment of scientific reason in the production
of knowledge of human conditions, something Kant did not find necessary or desirable.
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My point is: the organic names both the human in the world and the human
itself. Each names the human, as a collective, on the one hand the historic rendering
of life as an articulated notion of nation, using proper names and referring to other
places, languages, modes of lives, which would correspond to the words that Derrida
finds in his juridical-political notion of hospitality. On the other hand, the scientific
rendering of life articulated in the tools of raciality also yields proper names in the form
of categories; black, African, European, white, Indian, American, Asian, etc. which
do not correspond to the names which Derrida finds in the juridical-political notion of
hospitality. More importantly, this turn names other human collectives, whose cultural
(moral and intellectual) traits are explained as determined (caused) by the forms bodies
(racial difference) and of their societies (cultural difference), which renders them neither
of the absolute order, nor as neighbours or as relatives by European descendants in
the Americas, the Pacific, and elsewhere. For this reason, neither of the figurings of
hospitality Derrida proposed adequately describe the ethical demand from the ‘racial
other’ of Europe. Named by the authority of the tools of European scientific knowledge
of life, these foreigners blamed for this latest European crisis pose a different question.
A question which neither Kant’s Humanity (which is presupposed in Derrida’s call),
nor Hegel’s Human Being, and much less Cuvier’s Human Species can comprehend
because, in their particular mode of figuring Man, each renders the ‘racial other’ of
Europe foreign before the bodies and territories said to play the leading role in the
Scene of Life, in which raciality does the work of descriptions that do not presuppose,
predict or reproduce the Scene of Violence, in which, the affectable “others of Europe”
play the leading role.

5 By now there are numerous writings
on the Anthropocene – and perhaps
fewer on the Capitolocene. I read most
of it and this piece is very much informed
by many of them. Because of its style,
it seems a bit forced to cite each one.
Let me then just mention the one that
triggered this piece as a response,
which is Donna Haraway. “Tentacular
Thinking: Anthropocence, Capitalocene,
Chthulucene.” E-Flux # 75, September
2016.

Calor & Labor
What the world and its human and more-than-human inhabitants are facing
now is a European crisis, actually, two European crises, both of them colonial in their
genesis: global warming and population displacement. Both crises reflect the mode
of thinking and the attendant description of the world, described above; both of
which have been assembled with and have supported extraction. If we are to respond
adequately to both European crises, we need a description of the world that does
not presuppose or rehearse the Scene of Life, in either the historical or scientific
versions discussed above. The task must address both the modern epistemological
and ethical as it is ordered. Undermining the infrastructure of thinking that supports
the colonial (economic and juridic) infrastructure of extraction of labour and lands,
however, requires attention to be paid to the ethical demand made by the racial others
of Europe, that is, the end of the world as we know it, or decolonization.
Let me focus here on the crisis which modern thinking is poorly equipped to
address. Here the image of the end of the world is unmissable as the rise in the
Earth’s average temperature will make the planet unsuitable for the human and other
living things. Talk of global warming has mostly about the human, about how human
actions are leading to a temperature rise that can/will cause the extinction of Life
on Earth. Both the food that we eat and the fossil fuels we consume in our vehicles
have been named culprits in this deadly flow. Finite human (linear) time, inheres
statements about the Anthropocene as the geological age,5 in which the dominance
of the human has created the conditions that have brought about global warming,
or climate change. Never acknowledged is how finite human organic time already
maps the surface of the earth. Let’s see. Earth’s age is calculated to be about 4.6
billion years. Of these, the first 600 million years are not yet officially named precisely
because of the lack of evidence of Life (a mark of a living thing), which allowed the
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official naming of Earth’s 600 million and 1st “birthday”, that is, the layer where/when
microfossils of bacteria began producing oxygen roughly 4 billion years ago. The very
tools, methods, and terms used in the description of the planet occupy (comprehend) it
with Cuvier’s and Charles Darwin’s versions of the Science of Life. Two consequences
of this deployment are relevant here. First, which I have already mentioned: the
classificatory system designed in the 19th century already presumed that the human
organism form governs, that it is the model and the “most perfect” living formation
by the understanding of the forms and functions of other living things. Second, and
consequently that when used by geologists it does so mapping the human formation
onto the surface of the earth.
When critics of the Anthropocene charge “Anthropocentrism!” – well, I’m afraid
it’s too late. More importantly, it falls short of the roots of the problem. The roots
of the problem are the onto-epistemological pillars – separability, determinacy and
sequentiality6 – that require and reproduce the separation of what is known, through
a deployment of two kinds of causes, namely efficient causes (observable appearance
of change) and formal causes (intrinsic causes of specific properties) of an existent or
event. Hence the unofficial phases or layers of the planet are so because they cannot
be separated according to its specific living things, which in turn is knowable because
the particular degree of complexity of its organism, which in turn would allow for the
determination of its genus and species etc. On its turn, this allows for, especially
after Cuvier’s Comparative Anatomy combined with Darwin’s Theory of Evolution, the
establishing of their place in a temporal sequence which charts the development of life,
which as a figuring of Hegel’s Spirit are both deficient in a final cause that can account
for the particularity of the parts and movements of living things. Towards releasing our
thinking from these shackles of transcendental reason, I move to invite us to take global
warming as an opportunity to experiment with thinking that attends to a most crucial
juridico-economic process of the global present, which is the extraction of lands and
resources and its role in the displacement, dispossession and death that forces the racial
others of Europe to come and be blamed for that other European crisis. My proposal
here is that instead of focusing on the Human-Antropos as the efficient cause of global
warming, we could highlight extraction, coloniality and raciality, respectively the juridical
and symbolic as modes of deployment of force that facilitate it.
Perhaps because it is so obvious, most of us do not think much about how global
warming is really a matter of heat. Heat or transfer of the internal energy generated by
collisions of the basic constituents of a given existent. Heat is the flow from molecule
to molecule by contact, radiation, or mediation. Every existent emits electromagnetic
radiation as long as its temperature is greater than absolute zero (a temperature which,
as far as I know, has only been achieved by scientists in the lab). Heat – internal
kinetic energy – which depends on mass and speed like any other form of energy,
can be transformed into other forms of energy. There are several kinds of energy –
potential, kinetic, thermal, nuclear, elastic, and many others. Energy, as we know
cannot be created or destroyed, it is transferred and transformed. Framed this way,
“scientifically,” with a reference to thermodynamics, the transformation of energy takes
some authority (and recalls some very bad moves, such as Herbert Spencer’s social
dynamics) from post-Enlightenment scientific projects about the human and its
existence. Unfortunately, I cannot spell out here how far away my approach here is
from Spencer’s and others. Let me just say that my appropriation of transformation and
transference of energy here is inspired by Empedocles’s postulate that all that exists
is but a re-composition of the four classic elements (air, fire, water, and earth) figuring
in pre-Socratic Greek, Hindu, Chinese, Native American, and African philosophies,
which is how it interests me. I am interested in thinking that begins and stays with the
elemental, as it figures in these philosophies and in particle physics.
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We know the basics of global warming. Excessive emissions and the accumulation
of greenhouse gases – carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide – has raised the
temperature of the troposphere (lower layer of the Earth’s atmosphere). This increase
results from these gases being absorbed and the emission of infrared radiation. True,

as the writers on the Anthropocene or Capitolocene say, this is due to agricultural and
industrial production; true, it is also about extensive and intensive extraction of the
Earth’s solid and liquid matter, as fossil fuels or soil nutrients to feed crops and livestock.
Very few, though, attend to how extraction and the expropriation of labor and land
necessary for access to fossil fuels and soil, are deeply implicated with the accumulation
of gases in the Earth’s troposphere: that is, how excessive concentration of the means
of production and of access to raw materials corresponds to the excess of greenhouse
gases. The operating modern political forces here, coloniality (juridical architecture) and
raciality (symbolic arsenal), support extraction with a mode of governance that relies on
total violence to ensure the extraction of the (potential or kinetic) energy of lands and
bodies. Put differently, this accumulation of gases also expresses the extent and intensity
of the expropriation of internal kinetic energy, facilitated by coloniality and juridicaleconomic mechanisms that state capital has deployed in the past two centuries or so.
As indicated by the ‘facts’ of concentration of wealth, such as the levels of dispossession
found in the Global South promoted by neoliberal austerity policies, the never-ending
wars (colonial conflicts which do not interfere with the extraction of natural resources)
on the African continent and the Middle East, like in Afghanistan, and the low intensity
conflicts in Latin America – which, along with global warming, account for the current
high levels of population displacement.
What is my proposal for thinking these European crises? What if we abandoned
the onto-epistemological pillars which only re-inscribe the human as the supreme
efficient and formal cause of the world? Taking the elements as descriptors of matter,
I propose a fractal description of global warming, that is, one that describes the
world and each thing of it as singular re/de/compositions that express everything
else in a unique way. Each of the classic elements, I propose, correspond to a mode
of appearance of such composition, not as discrete but in a manner similar to the
four typical phases of matter that is solid, liquid, gas, plasma. For instance, the
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carbon monoxide emitted by our car engines and synthetized by plants is a (gaseous)
recomposition of the plankton that constitute petroleum; nitrous oxide emitted by
the sugar plantations of the colonial period and the soya plantations (for biofuel) in
today’s Brazil is a (gaseous) recomposition of the form of the potential and kinetic
energy of soil constituted by the bodies of yesterday’s slaves and today’s day
labourers, and yesterday’s natives.
Heat figures fractal thinking precisely because it names the transfer of internal
energy without suggesting that something becomes something else in the process or
loses some of its attributes in the process. Heat is the mechanism, the transformation
of what has been extracted from mineral or oil into gasoline in to money into cars
into vacations and so on. Whatever shape it takes/has taken/will take will be solid/
liquid/gas/plasma. That which has been extracted through colonial force – the internal
energy, for instance, of Native Americans and African slaves – energy conservation

and quantum physics remind us that they remain in/as global capital and the means
of production and raw materials it uses for self-reproduction, that is for accumulation.
Several things follow from there, including a shift from concern with destruction
to a concern with conversion, that is, with how accumulation (of capital and of
greenhouse gases) registers the conversation of (other forms) energy expropriated from
native lands, slave bodies, and fossil fuels. Also, instead of talking about extinction we
could focus on extraction, and on the mechanisms of power (coloniality and raciality)
that facilitate the accumulated wealth refigured in global warming. Focusing on
violence would shift our conversation about climate change and the arrival of refugees
in a few ways. The most important one would be to center an anticolonial approach to
global state capital in support of the demands for the restoration: the reconversion of
the kinetic (calor) and potential (labor) energy extracted from the lands and bodies of
the “others of Europe” who would then no longer require your hospitality.
Denise Ferreira da Silva is a Professor and Director of The Social Justice
Institute/GRSJ at the University of British Columbia. Her academic writings and
artistic practice address the ethical questions of the global present and target the
metaphysical and onto-epistemological dimensions of modern thought.
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